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The Cambridge Islamic Finance Leadership Programme (Cambridge-IFLP) is the first and only global leadership 
programme for mid to senior-level managers who are working in Islamic financial institutions or simply preparing for a 
leadership role in Islamic finance.

Designed and structured by Cambridge IFA, the programme is delivered by some of the most influential leaders in 
Islamic banking and finance. 

This 5-day residential programme offers new perspectives, new thinking and new ideas in Islamic finance. Designed to 
challenge the current perceptions and understanding of Islamic finance, Cambridge-IFLP encourages participants to 
think and lead differently. 

Five most outstanding attendees are chosen to receive the Cambridge Islamic Finance Leadership Awards.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF
CAMBRIDGE-IFLP

Leadership Interviews and Leadership Talks

Cambridge-IFLP focuses on empowering participants with competence to lead in the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
era, and transforming them into effective and influential leaders in their respective organisations and in the global 

Islamic financial services industry.

With practical guidance from seasoned corporate leaders within the Islamic finance industry, participants will expand 
their understandings of leadership to take on the challenges that every senior leader must face.

The programme attracts a number of Islamic banking and finance professionals, Shari’a scholars, standard setters, 
and business leaders who participate in and deliver:

Designed to be interactive, these sessions provide great 
first-hand insights into leadership values, philosophies 
and qualities. This allows to learn from renowned industry 
leaders as they reveal how they have harnessed their 
leadership skills and strengths to gain success.

Leadership Workshops & Leadership Activities
These sessions explore ways we look at the world as 
leaders, and how to leverage our best selves to lead 
more effectively in today’s world.

Cambridge Cases
Leadership lessons from case studies written specifically 
for the programme where delegates can apply theoretical 
knowledge and develop solution-oriented decision 
making.

Networking Sessions
Interactive sessions with prominent personalities and 
notable figures to develop new leadership perspectives 
and expand your network. 

Cambridge-IFLP demands nothing less than 
exceptional performance in leadership activities, active 
participation in leadership interviews and outstanding 

contributions to leadership talks. The breadth and 
content of the programme are top of the class, as the 
diversity of delegates as well as the speakers present 
an all-round approach to management and exposure 

to different leadership styles.

Professor Humayon Dar, PhD (Cantab)
Founder of Cambridge-IFLP
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